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Modify Loan Experts hires MLE Law Group P.C. as their Attorney Firm

Modify Loan Experts and MLE Law Group P.C. have made it official that they are now doing business
together with loan modifications and debt settlement.

Dec. 22, 2009 - PRLog -- Pasquale Longordo owner of Modify Loan Experts, announced this morning on
their company’s web site, www.Modifyloanexperts.com, that Modify Loan Experts has partnered with
MLE Law Group P.C. to offer homeowners the most comprehensive way to modify their home loan and
avoid foreclosure.

President of MLE Law Group P.C. Doug Hampton stressed the importance of retaining a firm that provides
legal representation to loan modification clients. “There are a lot of fly by night firms out there looking to
make a quick buck” said Hampton. “Choosing a loan modification firm that provides legal representation is
critical; without it the firm is operating illegally.”

Mr. Longordo, who serves as an operating officer with Modify Loan Experts, adds that “providing the
client with an honest assessment of their financial situation
is the first step towards a successful mortgage modification; the second step is working with an attorney
who understands the idea of negotiating. We are proud to be working with MLE Law Group P.C. to best
serve our clients during their very stressful and very emotional struggle to avoid foreclosure.”
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To speak with a loan modification and debt settlement specialist call (888) 400-4151.

First step, if you decide that you are NOT willing to take the time and endure the possible frustration of
doing it yourself, then you should hire a professional to negotiate on your behalf, which we strongly
recommend. Modify Loan Experts has partnered up with MLE Law Group P.C., an attorney-based loan
modification company, that you can hire to help you successfully negotiate a modification of terms and
conditions to your current home loan.
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# # #

Our team of negotiation attorneys are rated #1 in servicing loan modifications, debt settlements, credit
repair clients. Take advantage of this economy and your hardship and get the deal you deserve.

--- End ---
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